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Since establishing its headquarters in 2014 in Dubai, Reels Smart 

Technologies has positioned itself as a key player in the market 

when it comes to smart systems for homes and offices and the 

first choice for its customers.

In 2023, Reels expanded the operations by starting Abu Dhabi 

branch and we are in the process for launching our new branches 

in Saudi Arabia and Egypt soon.

With our commitment to excellence and customer satisfaction, we 

strive to deliver smart home solutions that enhance comfort, 

convenience, and security for our valued clients.

REELS SMART TECHNOLOGIES
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REELS SMART TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS

Residential Automation Solution Commercial Automation Solution

Office Automation Solution Marine Automation Solution



Upgrade your conventional light switches with 

Control4 Keypads to provide your area with 

stunning, configurable interfaces.

smart light controlling system expands your 

options by allowing you to change the color and 

intensity of your lights.

it create smart scenarios and use automated 

features. 

Warm light will ensure your nighttime comfort and 

assist you in unwinding after a long day and bright 

light will help you focus on your work meetings.

LIGHTING AUTOMATION SOLUTION



Maintain consistent comfort by monitoring 

temperature and humidity levels automatically.

Turn on the air conditioner a few minutes before 

you arrive home following a long day at work. 

For the most efficient use of electricity, keep an 

eye on the room temperature and change it 

according to the weather.

A smart air conditioner that keeps track of your 

schedule and adjusts heating and cooling 

accordingly. 

Advanced temperature controller ac help you save 

money by controlling the temperature in your 

home automatically throughout the day

A/C AUTOMATION SOLUTION



motorized blinds are a beautiful combination of 

convenience, elegance, and refinement that are 

an elegant addition to your home or office

motor blinds are the most popular approach for 

decorating your space with all of the practical 

and technological benefits

There are many different types of blinds 

depending on the documents created; you can 

choose from 

vinyl, steel, or aluminum

SHADE AUTOMATION SOLUTION



Immerse yourself in the highest quality visuals 

and sound as our professionals fine-tune every 

detail to perfection

We take care of every aspect including:

– Cinema room acoustic isolation & treatment

- Interior design.

– Audio Visual solutions

– Home Cinema seating

Transform your home into a movie theatre 

with Dynamic AV

HOME CINEMA SOLUTION



Reels smart Technologies brings specialists to 

provide audio visual technology solutions that 

are innovative, dependable, and cost-effective

Surround sound begins with stereo sound and 

adds speakers to the sides and behind you. 

Surround sound recreates this same 

performance stage, but provides more 

experience

our vision and aim are to provide high quality 

product and services to our customers as the most 

trusted 

audio visual company

AUDIO VISUAL AUTOMATION SOLUTION



Reels Smart Technologies specializes in sound 

system solutions for announcements and 

background music that are both efficient and 

cost-effective and suitable for all areas including 

homes, large offices, hotels, restaurants 

and much more

Our selection of products address performance 

as well as aesthetics. 

From “invisible” ceiling speakers to designer 

speakers, our range is extensive

Through the application, the homeowners can 

select any music selection, and play it any zone, 

at any time, individually or collectively

MUSIC & BGM AUTOMATION SOLUTION



Smart locks offer a virtual key to your home or 

office, giving you the ability to lock and unlock 

your doors from anywhere in the world, and 

alerting you to who is coming and going

smart locks are perfect for the safety of your 

home & your company, 

We are providing smart door security access 

control system & automatic electronic door 

access control solution that includes 

electromagnetic locks and smart RFID or 

Biometric readers as part of security system to 

make your doors and gates highly smart and 

secure

SMART LOCK SOLUTION



The systems provide the most effective means 

of communicating with others in your villa or 

residential house, as well as while you are at 

the front entrance.

Intercom systems also provide peace of mind 

in the event of an emergency that necessitates 

a quick response

Intercom stations are simple to set up and use, 

and they are inexpensive. 

An intercom system is a combination of an 

intercom station and a handheld radio. They are 

extremely adaptable

Inner (Audio – Video) communication through the 

Intercom stations which will be installed in the 

rooms 

WIRELESS INTERCOM SOLUTION



Our wireless system enables seamless 

communication between all the devices

Our goal is to ensure that you have a secure, 

reliable, and high-performing connection, so you 

can work and control your smart system without 

any errors

We can assist with user density management, 

encryption, complexity, connection security, 

cloud-managed Wi-Fi, and any other type of 

WiFi assistance

WIRELESS SOLUTION (WIFI)



Network Solutions offers everything you need to 

get online quickly. From website development to 

optimization, social media, online advertising and 

more.

Reels Smart Technology can provide the 

support you need to run your business with the 

highest level of efficiency and network uptime, 

whether you have one computer in your office 

or a 

hundred across many locations.

HOME & OFFICE NETWORK SOLUTION



Stay Connected to your home anywhere in the 

world with real-time home notifications, doorbell 

alerts, mobile home access & control 

Reels Smart Technology Integration specializes 

in offering Security System Solution design, 

project management, installation, and support 

services

Our solutions offer a large portfolio of security 

assets such as Cameras / CCTV, Access 

Control, Intrusion Detection and more.

SECURITY SYSTEM



OUR PARTNERS



OUR PARTNERS



REFRENCES
VILLA AT DUBAI HILLS 
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REFRENCES
VILLA AT DUBAI HILLS 



REFRENCES
VILLA AT JUMEIRAH 2



REFRENCES
VILLA AT JUMEIRAH 2



REFRENCES
OFFICE AT ONYX TOWER



REFRENCES
VILLA AT DAMAC HILLS



ON GOINGPROJECT
ATLANTIS THE ROYAL



We are at
Reels Smart Technologies LLC
Dubai & Abu Dhabi

Email
Smart@reelsuae.com
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